
SPORT. 

The Olympic Games.





The most popular
sports in Great Britain



• It is a game for two or four players 
    who hit a ball with rackets across a net.  
• It is a summer game played on a grass field 
    by two teams with a ball, bats and wickets. 
• It is a game played by two or four persons 
    with a small hard ball 
    which is struck with clubs into holes.  
• It is a team game played with oval ball. 
• It is a game played on a table 
    using round wood bats and a small plastic ball. 

Guess what sports and games are described here



Greece. The Valley of 
Olympia



     .

History of  the 
Olympic Games



Поначалу олимпийцы 
состязались только в 
скорости бега. Но со 
временем в программу 
вошли также борьба, 
пентатлон, кулачный бой, 
гонки на колесницах.

Пентатлон – пятиборье, 
состоявшее из бега, 
прыжков в длину, 
метания диска, метания 
копья и борьбы. 



Олимпийские игры проводились непрерывно 1169 
лет. 

В 394 г. уже нашей эры император Феодосии I 
упразднил олимпийские соревнования как 

несовместимые с христианством.
Многие сооружения в Олимпии были разрушены. 



When and where were the 
First Modern Day Olympics?

In 1896, the first modern day Olympics were held in Athens, 
Greece.



Who is this man?

Pierre de Coubertin



Symbols of the Olympic Games

•The Olympic Creed

•The Olympic  motto

•The  Olympic  flag

•The  Olympic  mascot

•The Olympic flame



The Olympic Charter
Олимпийская хартия 

Olympic Charter is the main laws of 
the Olympic Constitution. It was written
in Paris in 1894.



What is the Olympic symbol?

What does every ring symbolize?



• The symbol of the Olympic Games 
are 5  rings, which were invented  
by Pierre de Coubertin. 

Europe

Africa

America

Asia
Australia



 The mascot represents the country where the 

Olympic Games are held



OLYMPIC 
AWARDS



    

    At the beginning of 
the Games people 
honored their Gods 
by lighting the fire. 



Check up yourself

    1-с                    6-c             
     2-d                    7-a                
    3- a                   8-b
     4- c                   9- d    
     5-c                   10-c   
                              11-b



SPORT
for                       against

  It makes ….
It gives ….
It helps….

    It teaches…



Thank you for your work!


